The occurrence of Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) has been related to many exogenic factors including the administration of vaccines.\textsuperscript{1,2} In 1976-1977, an unusual number of GBS cases was reported following the administration of the inactivated “Swine” influenza vaccine, and the magnitude of the risk was estimated to approximately five to six cases per million person-years.\textsuperscript{3} However, a statistically significant association was not consistently found with more recent inactivated influenza vaccines.\textsuperscript{4} Following an extensive review of available data, the Institute of Medicine concluded that the evidence favoured acceptance of a causal relationship for oral polio vaccines, diphtheria and tetanus toxoids.\textsuperscript{5} In the UK, the analysis of a large general practice database indicated no increased risk of GBS following routine immunization.\textsuperscript{6} Recently, a possible association between GBS and receipt of a quadrivalent meningococcal conjugate vaccine was reported in the United States, but the estimated attributable risk was very low (approximately one case per million vaccinees) and of borderline statistical significance.\textsuperscript{7} Because new vaccines are introduced in Canada, especially for use in school-age children and adolescents, it is important to collect...
valid data regarding the baseline incidence rate of potential adverse events, including GBS. In the province of Quebec, Canada, a mass immunization campaign using a serogroup C conjugate vaccine was implemented in 2001 and reached 82% of the targeted population. At the request of the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services, an investigation was carried out to assess the risk of GBS associated with vaccine administration in the population aged 2 months to 20 years and no excess risk was found. Results of this population-based investigation regarding the incidence and clinical presentation of GBS are presented.

METHODS

The study population encompassed all residents in the province of Quebec aged between 2 months and 20 years who were targeted by the mass immunization campaign against serogroup C meningococcal disease in the Fall of 2001 (those born between July 17, 1980, and November 30, 2001). The population size as of January 31, 2002 was estimated from a projection based on the 1996 census (n = 1,909,734). The observation period extended from November 1st, 2000, to December 31, 2002, for a total of 4,075,465 person-years of observation. The study was carried out in accordance with the Quebec Law on Public Health authorizing special investigations when there is a threat to the public safety and approval by an ethical committee was not requested.

The Med-Echo registry contains summary information on every patient admitted to an acute care hospital in the province of Quebec. After hospital discharge, medical archivists review medical notes and one main diagnosis and up to 15 secondary diagnoses are coded using the 9th Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9). Records with a diagnostic code compatible with GBS (ICD-9: 357.0) were extracted. Hospital medical directors were contacted to obtain a copy of patients’ records, including medical notes and results of diagnostic investigations. All records were reviewed by a paediatric neurologist (RMB).

The clinical classification as proposed by Hughes and Cornblath was applied and cases were categorized on the basis of the Brighton GBS Working Group’s criteria (BGBSWG) as of September 12, 2007. Confirmed GBS cases (BGBSWG level 1) had typical clinical features with electrophysiologic findings consistent with GBS and positive spinal tap (cerebrospinal protein concentration above the upper normal laboratory value, with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) white cell count <50 cells/mm³) and no alternative diagnosis. Probable GBS cases (BGBSWG level 2 or 3) had typical clinical features and no alternative diagnosis (positive EMG or positive spinal tap may be present). Possible GBS cases had incomplete but compatible clinical presentation and no alternative diagnosis. Incidence density rates were calculated as the number of cases divided by the number of person-years of observation, and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were estimated by an exact method available in StatXact-6 (Cytel Software Corporation, Cambridge, MA). Differences in rates were tested using the Chi-square statistics.

RESULTS

A total of 46 records with a code compatible with GBS were identified, relating to 40 patients admitted in 23 acute care hospitals; six patients were excluded because the final diagnosis was another neurological condition other than GBS. One case of recurrence of GBS was also excluded. Finally, 33 incident GBS cases were included in the analysis. There were 21 female and 12 male patients (female proportion = 64%; 95% CI = 45% to 80%).

![Figure 1: Incidence density of Guillain-Barré syndrome according to age, Quebec paediatric population, November 2000 to December 2002.](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0317167100009136)

![Figure 2: Incidence density of Guillain-Barré syndrome according to month, Quebec paediatric population, November 2000 to December 2002.](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0317167100009136)
The overall annual incidence rate was 0.8 per 100 000 person-years (95% CI: 0.56 to 1.14). As shown in Figure 1, the peak incidence was observed in the age group 1 to 4 years (2.1/100 000 person-years; 95% CI = 1.2 to 3.6). In the age group 5 to 22 years, the incidence rate was significantly lower (p < 0.001) with 0.6 case per 100 000 (95% CI = 0.3 to 0.9). There were no cases in infants.

The monthly distribution of cases is shown in Figure 2, and there was no significant heterogeneity in incidence (p = 0.18). A CSF examination was performed in 32 out of 33 patients and cytoalbuminetic dissociation was present in 20 of them (63%). The mean delay between the onset of symptoms and the CSF examination was 6.4 days (median = 4 days). Cytoalbuminetic dissociation was present in 10 of the 19 patients with a lumbar puncture in the first four days after disease onset (53%), and in 9 out of the 11 patients tested more than four days after disease onset (82%) (p = 0.11). An EMG examination was available for 25 out of 33 patients (76%) and the average delay after disease onset was 8.8 days (median = 5 days). Electrophysiologic findings consistent with GBS were observed in 22 patients (88% of those tested).

The distribution of GBS cases according to the clinical presentation and the confirmation of diagnosis is shown in the Table. Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculopathy was the most frequent presentation (27 cases), and there were two cases of acute motor axonal neuropathy, one case of acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy, and one case of acute sensory neuropathy with pandysautonomia. In two other cases, a precise classification could not be made, for lack of details. In 13 cases, the GBS was considered as confirmed, as probable in 14 cases, and as possible in the remaining six cases.

The mean length of hospital stay was 12.3 days (median = 9 days; range = 1 to 57 days). Assisted ventilation was required for four patients and 22 other patients developed a paralysis of the lower limbs and were unable to walk (12 cases) or required assistance to walk (10 cases). Autonomic disturbances were noted in 9 patients, including 2 cases with cardiac arrhythmia and 4 cases with arterial hypertension. Facial nerve paralysis was observed in 11 cases. None of the patients died. Unfortunately, follow-up examinations were not available to assess the prevalence of long-term sequelae.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study is based on hospitalized GBS cases identified in the Quebec hospital administrative database Med-Echo. In Quebec, the accessibility of medical services remains high for potentially life-threatening conditions and the recommended practice is to admit any young patient with suspected GBS. Because the ICD-9 357.0 code category is covering all types of acute infective polyneuritis, medical records were reviewed to exclude diagnoses other than GBS. However, we cannot exclude some under-ascertainment resulting from gross diagnostic misinterpretation or punching error in the data processing. The validity of hospital discharge database has been assessed in a study in Northern Italy using three other independent sources, and high sensitivity was found for GBS identification (more than 90% of GBS cases identified under the 357.0 code) with relatively poor specificity (positive predictive value of 55% for the 357.0 code). In a previous study based on hospital service databases in Quebec and Ontario, in 1983-1989, only a sample of records was reviewed and age-specific rates were not adjusted for misclassification. The same methodological issue was present in a more recent study in Alberta relying on the provincial hospital discharge database without any attempt to review medical records.

Guillain-Barré syndrome is rare in infancy and the incidence tends to increase with age. In a study relying on voluntary notification from sentinel neurologists in the U.S., a peak was observed in persons aged 15 to 34. In another study based on a large U.S. hospital discharge database, there were two peaks, respectively, in the age groups 2-4 years and 15-19 years. In the paediatric population in Quebec, the peak was in persons aged 1-4 years. A male preponderance is generally observed, but this was not found in persons aged less than 30 years in the US. Although a female preponderance was observed in our study, the statistical precision was relatively low and an equal risk cannot be excluded. Guillain-Barré syndrome is also known to occur with minor or no seasonal variation, and the same pattern was observed in Quebec.

Guillain-Barré syndrome may be a severe acute condition in children and teenagers, but the vital prognosis remains good thanks to high quality intensive care as confirmed in our study. This is an important issue when dealing with vaccine risks and benefits. For example, the current risk of meningococcal disease from age 15 to 19 years in Canada is approximately 7 per 100 000 and 7% of those affected will die. Such risk is far greater than the potential (and still unconfirmed) one per million GBS risk associated with a highly effective meningococcal conjugate vaccine. As other vaccines are introduced in Canada for school-age children and adolescents (i.e. HPV, Hepatitis A), it is important to obtain valid baseline rates of potentially selected neurological conditions in order to interpret alleged associations. Assuming a GBS frequency comprised between 0.3 and 0.9 per 100 000 person-years in teenagers, up to six GBS cases could occur within six weeks of HPV vaccination among
two million female Canadians receiving three doses each. Any case series below this threshold should not raise concern regarding HPV vaccine safety.
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